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ABSTRACT

Complete fractures of the tibial pilon are rare and their treatment difficult. The pathophysiology includes three groups: (A) high-energy trauma (motor vehicle injuries), with severe articular and soft tissue lesions; (B) rotation trauma, (skiing accidents), with modest articular and soft tissue damage, and (C) low-energy trauma in elderly people. These three groups occasion very different problems and complications. In emergency situations, these fractures should be stabilized, most often using external fixation to restore length and prepare definitive fixation. The second stage can be applied once soft tissue healing is achieved. Two methods are discussed: internal plating and definitive external fixation. The first goal of treatment is to restore the articular surface, although this does not always prevent secondary arthritis. The second is to restore correct positioning of the foot as regard to the leg. The complication rate is high. Neither of the two fixation techniques has proven to be more effective. In group B, the two methods are similar, but external fixation seems to be safer in group A.

© 2014 Published by Elsevier Masson SAS.

1. Introduction

Destot was the first in 1911 to use the term “pilon”, stemming from the French term “pilon” and “plafond” continue to be used in the international literature. In 1987, Heim [1] presented the bases of rational management to the SOFCOT, recommending open internal osteosynthesis. Since then, several points have evolved: problems reproducing the good results reported by Heim; the development of external fixation, notably hybrid fixation, and the emergence of minimally invasive percutaneous osteosynthesis (MIPO). At the same time, fracture mechanisms have changed with very-high-energy injuries (motorcycle accidents rather than skiing accidents, falls from a height) as well as low-energy fractures in osteopenic subjects.

2. Definition

Total fractures of the tibial pilon are distal joint fractures of the tibia, with complete rupture of epiphyseal-diaphyseal continuity. They differ from fractures of the distal quarter, whether they be extra-articular or with a simple articular extension with little displacement, as well as from malleolar and marginal fractures that leave partial continuity with the diaphysis (fractures of the tibia are referred to as partial or marginal when they affect at least one-third of the pilon joint surface).

3. Anatomopathology

The lesional mechanism associates axial compression with variable angulation depending on the direction of the injury and the position of the foot. Bone architecture [2] (dense metaphysis and thin cortices) explains how the epiphysis “bursts” when a diaphyseal “wedge” penetrates it upon impact of the talus on the pilon. The circumstances of the injury determine three groups that involve entirely different problems. Group A includes patients who have undergone very-high-energy injuries, with associated lesions as well as serious joint comminution and impaction (sometimes including the talus), which compromise the results (Fig. 1). The cutaneous lesions result from severe displacement and contusions (from outside in) with a high risk of secondary necrosis. Group B injuries result from rotation injuries, leading to spiral fracture associated with joint separation, with no cartilage impaction (Fig. 2). The fracture can be open, but from inside out with no contamination. These are skiing accidents, which perhaps explains the good results in series from mountainous regions (Fig. 2). On the rise, group C fractures occur in elderly subjects; osteopenia, despite a low-energy injury, suffices to cause a greenstick fracture with angulation, as in children, with joint separation and frequent metaphyseal comminution (Fig. 3). The difficulties, notably osteosynthesis, stem from the bone quality and cutaneous trophicity.

In the typical forms, the elementary separations (Fig. 4) detach three fragments: anterolateral pedicle bone on the anterior tibiofibular ligament (Chaput fracture), posterior, on the posterior tibiofibular ligament (Volkmann fragment), and medial, on the medial collateral ligament. These elementary fragments can
be more or less voluminous and sometimes split, and in the more severe forms, the distal extremity of the diaphysis is driven between them. This physiopathology requires three successive stages during reduction:

- pulling out the cortical wedge while restoring its length; in these cases, primary fibular reduction and stabilization can be useful;
- reduction-osteosynthesis of the epiphyseal fragments with reduction of the joint surface;
- restoration of diaphyseal-epiphyseal continuity.

There are no muscle insertions on the distal extremity of the tibia. Blood is supplied by the anterior and posterior tibial arteries, with a double proximal and distal network, interrupted by these total fractures. The medial subcutaneous side is supplied by branches coming solely from the anterior tibial artery, whereas the lateral side also receives blood supply from the fibular artery branches.

The vascularization of the cutaneous edges has been examined in anatomical studies [3], which have led to advising a lateral rather than medial incision, which is more dangerous in this context.

4. Classifications

Two international classifications have been elaborated in Switzerland, one by Ruedi and Allgower [4] (Fig. 5) and one by the AO [5] (Fig. 6). In the latter, these fractures belong to group 43, type C. These two classifications are very close. Interobserver reproducibility of the AO classification [6], based on X-rays, is “moderate” (Kappa, 0.41–0.60). Use of CT [7] improves this reproducibility.
Topliss et al. [3] proposed a classification according to the orientation of the epiphyseal separation line, with one group having a coronal fracture line and one a sagittal fracture line, grouping approximately ten types. This classification, which individualizes the above-mentioned elementary fragments, is not used, like several others.

5. Epidemiology

We emphasize the epidemiology of group A fractures, the most severe, which readily occur in middle-aged males. One-third to one-half of these are open fractures. Their economic incidence is severe: 30–40% of the injured working before the accident go back to work at 2 years (14% for manual workers) and 35% remain with significant sequelae [8–10]. One patient out of two has multiple injuries, which influences treatment, convalescence, and rehabilitation.

6. Pretherapy assessment

Other than the initial standard X-rays, the definitive strategy, whatever method is chosen, requires CT exploration to specify the fracture lines, detail the tibiofibular lesions, and the comminution and depression areas, which should be taken into account for the definitive treatment [11,12]. This CT should be done on an approximately reduced fracture, after the fracture has been aligned and stabilized in the emergency setting.

Assessment of the condition of the skin (contusion) and surrounding soft tissues is vital because it conditions the therapeutic strategy.

7. Surgical strategies and techniques

Nonsurgical treatment is exceptionally indicated in adults, reserved for the rare nondisplaced fractures or for nonwalking patients.
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Fig. 6. AO type 43-C2: simple articular fracture, but metaphyseal comminution. C1 and C2 fractures are similar to Ruedi and Allgower types I and III, respectively.

Fig. 4. CT showing the three elementary fragments.

Fig. 5. Ruedi and Allgower classification, type I: simple metaphyseal and joint fracture lines, with little displacement; type II: significant displacement but only slight comminution; type III: comminution fracture with joint displacement.
7.1. History

The good results of open reduction internal fixation (ORIF) presented by the Swiss school in the 1980s contributed to their dissemination. However, in different contexts (group A patients rather than group B) these results were not reproduced, with very frequent complications, challenging the ORIF principle.

Several schools (notably Montpellier and Rouen) had long advocated the use of external fixators to prevent cutaneous complications, frequent in their experience. External fixation was tibiocalcaneal, bridging the ankle, with the joint reduction entrusted to “ligamentotaxis”. This method presented two disadvantages:

- joint reduction that was often insufficient, notably in cases of central impaction, which required adding percutaneous internal minimally invasive osteosynthesis to the external fixation [13];
- secondary stiffening of the ankle. Attempts at articulated external fixation aiming to counter this stiffening were disappointing and the method appears to have been abandoned.

In the 1990s, the principle of deferring the final osteosynthesis to a later time, after improvement of the cutaneous condition, came to the forefront. External fixation had also evolved, with partial use of the Ilizarov circular fixation concept: hybrid external fixation obviating the need for bridging the ankle and allowing minimal epiphyseal osteosynthesis.

Over the last few years, minimally invasive percutaneous osteosynthesis (MIPO) techniques have tended to replace ORIF and the epidemiology has changed, with a decrease in group A injuries and the emergence of group C injuries, which pose very different problems.

7.2. Internal plate osteosynthesis

7.2.1. Principles: external fixation in the emergency setting followed by ORIF

In an emergency setting, the fracture is reduced and stabilized with temporary external fixation (two diaphyseal pins and one or two calcaneal pins), a veritable “portable traction” [14]. This external fixation is generally medial.

Fibular osteosynthesis via the lateral approach is recommended because it is beneficial for reduction (restoring length and rotation), bone union [15], and the functional result. It should be stable, and therefore plate fixation should be preferred (or is recommended). If the patient’s general condition permits, it should be done at the same time as the external fixation.

The definitive tibial osteosynthesis takes place during the 2nd week, when the skin condition has improved and the CT assessment demonstrates the fracture lines as well as the comminution and impaction areas, making it possible to determine the reduction strategy. Performed under antibiotic treatment, this procedure uses an anteromedial approach distant from the lateral approach (Fig. 7). The first objective is to obtain anatomical reduction of the joint surface, including any central impaction, approached by prudently pushing away the medial fragment. Osteosynthesis of the epiphyseal fragments can be performed using screws or wires. The second objective is to restore the continuity between the epiphysis and the diaphysis on all sides of the metaphyseal lesions. This stabilization must be strong, capable of resisting varus stresses and should restore the AP and lateral axes of the distal extremity of the tibia, as well as the foot’s external rotation. The use of modern premolded plates facilitates this stage.

In comminution fractures, one must often complete exposure with a posterolateral approach to allow reduction and fixation of a marginal posterior fragment, the key to joint reduction [16] (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7. Anteromedial approach (inside the anterior tibialis).

Fig. 8. Short posterolateral approach allowing reduction and direct fixation of a posterior marginal fragment.
This third incision should be limited and distant from the two above-mentioned incisions and should be compatible with fibular osteosynthesis.

This anteromedial approach can be replaced with a pure anterior approach, medial to the tibialis anterior tendon (Fig. 9), which provides better exposure of the lesions.

Any filling of bone substance requires autografting. Use of bone substitutes or bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) has not been fully documented in this indication. It is essential to stabilize the reduction with a support screw.

Intraoperative verification of the joint reduction with the image intensifier is indispensable. The advantages of intraoperative endoscopic guidance are currently being evaluated [17].

Rehabilitation can be initiated early, with massages and drainage to combat edema, then recuperation of mobility. During this period, the fight against equinus is vital, notably using a posterior brace. The patient remains without load until bone union, approximately 3 months. Thromboembolic protection is required until true weightbearing is resumed. Regular radiological and clinical follow-up is indispensable during the first few weeks.

7.2.2. Locking plate fixation

Locking plate fixation in this indication does not seem to contribute a clear advantage and its indication remains imprecise [18]. It provides greater stability, which can be useful in cases of substantial comminution or osteopenia. One must be careful that their greater thickness does not increase the risk of cutaneous complications [19]. In addition, this increased stability has been blamed for the occurrence of bone union delays [20].

7.2.3. Minimally invasive osteosynthesis

Some teams now recommend percutaneous osteosynthesis using a minimally invasive approach (MIPO [21]). Nonetheless, there are two contraindications:

- like all internal osteosynthesis, the existence of cutaneous lesions persisting during the second stage;
- substantial central subsidence for which a conventional approach is necessary.

7.2.4. Controversy: one or two stages?

Deferred internal osteosynthesis remains controversial today, even though it is defended by a majority of practitioners [11,18,21,22]. Other authors with large series report acceptable results of an early intervention in a single stage [23]. In a series of 95 patients, however, White et al. [23] reported six deep infections and ten imperfect reductions.

The MIPO technique could make it possible to reduce these complications and therefore allow an early intervention in a single procedure. In 32 fractures operated in the first 36 hours, Leonard et al. [24] reported only one malunion, with no deep infectious complications at 2 years in 83% of the cases. Nevertheless, a relevant analysis of these results would require precise knowledge of the distribution of the fractures treated in this way in the three physiopathological groups, which conditions the prognosis and the complication rates.

7.2.5. Internal osteosynthesis via other approaches

The anterolateral approach (Fig. 10) crossing a cutaneous covering supplied by two vascular sources [3] has been recommended by the Amiens school [25], joined by Mehta et al. [26].

Fig. 9. Anterior approach (medial to the tibialis anterior tendon).

Fig. 10. Anterolateral approach.
Osteosynthesis calls for a specific plate (Fig. 11). The best environmental and vascular conditions for this approach mean it can be envisioned from the start, but others propose an eclectic attitude, using the anterolateral or anteromedial approach depending on the fragment lines and the fragments.

A complementary posteromedial approach may be necessary. This complementary approach should not be confused with the exclusive posteromedial approach, which is not recommended because of mediocre reductions and a high complication rate [27].

7.3. Definitive external fixation

The principle is to dissociate joint reconstruction and restoration of epiphyseal-diaphyseal continuity, the work of the external fixation, thus avoiding an extensive opening from the metaphyseal-diaphyseal region. The three fundamental therapeutic principles remain unchanged:

• immediate alignment and stabilization of the fracture;
• precise restoration of the joint surface;
• fibula osteosynthesis, immediately or in the second phase.

7.3.1. Hybrid external fixation

Use of hybrid external fixation is very widely recommended for two reasons. First, the ankle can be left free and is mobilized early. In addition, the circular epiphyseal assembly contributes great stability, including in patients with osteopenia [28]. These external fixators come with diaphyseal pins and 1.8-mm wires, tightened on a ring around the epiphysis. Theoretically, two are sufficient, three or four are preferable so as to have a “reserve” in case of septic complications and/or to set elementary fragments. These wires should be parallel to the joint space and follow trajectories that do not interfere with blood vessel or nerve pedicles.

The joint surface is generally precisely reconstructed in the second stage, after CT examination, based on which limited internal osteosynthesis is planned, with one or two screws, simple wires, or K-wires (Fig. 12). These epiphyseal wires “pin” the fragments and even stabilize them in compression using K-wires. These wires, or a sharp instrument, can be used like a joystick to percutaneously mobilize and reduce a displaced or impacted fragment. If this is impossible, a localized mini-epiphyseal approach is useful. Intraoperative endoscopic verification of the reduction is recommended by some to facilitate this stage [29,30].

Fig. 11. Anterolateral osteosynthesis.

Courtesy of Prof. Mertl.

7.3.2. Tibiocalcaneal external fixation

In cases of very serious joint lesions, it may be necessary to permanently bridge the ankle with multiplanar tibiocalcaneal external fixation (tibiotaral for certain patients) so as to provide stability and sometimes obtain a reduction effect by ligamentotaxis. The prognosis is generally very poor and early arthrodesis can be the alternative.

7.3.3. External fixation: one or two stages?

Less than strategies with internal osteosynthesis, skin lesions require waiting, and in certain conditions, it is possible to perform all of the external fixation treatment in a single stage in the first few hours after trauma:

• the patient’s general health must allow for a long surgical time without interfering with the treatment of vital lesions;
• the emergency radiological explorations must be sufficient to completely analyze the lesions, including impaction lesions;
• finally, a surgical team trained in the difficult management of these lesions must be available.

If these three conditions are met, the treatment can be carried out in its entirety upon the patient’s arrival. Otherwise, it is preferable in the emergency situation to align and stabilize the fracture using a tibiocalcaneal multiplane assembly, which will be replaced by a hybrid assembly at a later time.

7.3.4. Intraoperative distraction

Temporary intraoperative distraction is useful in fracture reduction and installation of final external fixation, with two possibilities: installation of the patient in traction on an orthopaedic table or use of a temporary tibiocalcaneal assembly.
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On the orthopaedic table, the simplest option is to position the leg horizontally, with a counterpressure under the lower part of the thigh (and not in the popliteal fossa) [Fig. 13]. Traction is ensured by a boot leaving the ankle free or by a transcalcaneal wire. Follow-up X-rays can be taken easily by turning the amplifier around the leg. The time “lost” during installation is largely gained during reduction and placement of the external fixation.

Using a tibiofibular external fixation may seem simpler, but it does not provide as much freedom as the orthopaedic table.

7.3.5. Complications with wires and pins
Superficial infection surrounding the wire is frequent, occurring in as many as 45% of patients [31], requiring surgical cleaning in 18%, but without deep infection.

These superficial infections should be prevented and treated earnestly so as to avoid osteitis and arthritis:

- it should be remembered that external fixation must be applied to an approximately reduced fracture to prevent cutaneous tension during secondary reduction;
- pin care consists in daily cleaning with a soft brush and a foamy solution;
- if inflammatory signs appear, care should be intensified and associated with antibiotic therapy started after taking local samples. If it does not evolve favorably, the wire should be removed and its trajectory cleaned surgically. This may lead to recommending placement of one or two additional wires in the epiphysis at the initial placement of external fixation.

7.4. Nonreconstructible lesions
Lesions may be too severe for reconstruction. Early ankle arthrodesis is a good solution in these cases. It can also be performed secondarily after external fixation for emergency reduction.

When a very negative prognosis is established at the outset and understood by the patient, early arthrodesis reduces the resulting severity of the sequelae, the number of surgical procedures, and the very long period of disability [32].

Arthrodesis can be performed with screw, plate, or external fixation. Anterograde tibiotaral nailing associated with a lateral transmalleolar approach using pilon and fibula bone fragments for grafting has recently been proposed [33].

7.5. Specific cases of open fractures
Open cutaneous lesions, particularly when severe, argue in favor of choosing a strategy based on safety with external fixation, healing, skin cover, and possibly secondary bone grafting [34].

However, in certain cases, a two-stage ORIF is possible if the skin lesions heal satisfactorily between the two stages, with no signs of inflammation [35]. This strategy, however, exposes the patient to a high risk of complications (which may require amputation), with mediocre functional results at 2 years, confirming the initial lesion severity, surpassing the cutaneous problem alone.

When the area is exposed, skin or artificial dermis grafts are not indicated on this degerioperiosteous bony foundation. For the same reason, directed healing, possibly using vacuum-assisted closure (VAC), is rarely possible and a flap, which can be fasciocutaneous (external supramalleolar, sural with a distal flap, or a crossleg flap) or muscular (soleus with a distal, pedis, or flexor hallucis flap), is required [36]. Occasionally a free flap must be used, the most often musculocutaneous with the latissimus dorsi. This flap is reliable and its large surface covers large tissue loss of the footprint and the medial side of the ankle. It cannot be used in cases of septic complications.

In these cases of severe open lesions, early use of a vascularized flap can save the limb with significant functional gain [37].

8. Complications

8.1. Cutaneous necrosis
Cutaneous necrosis is frequent, particularly in group A injuries. Its onset should be treated energetically: hospitalization, repeated surgical cleaning, and antibiotic treatment adapted to the local samples. When tissue loss after excision is reduced, the wound can be closed; on the other hand, when it is more extensive, VAC treatment must be used, although chances of success are limited because of the mediocre local blood supply, or the wound should be covered.

8.2. Secondary displacement
Secondary displacement, most often varus, results from insufficient osteosynthesis. If this displacement occurs early, reduction and osteosynthesis should be redone if the skin condition permits. If the diagnosis is delayed, varus greater than 5° should not be neglected and the deformation should be reduced. Several techniques exist, depending on the severity of the angulation and the skin condition. Whether early or delayed, circular external fixation with progressive correction is valuable, notably when the initial deformations are complex and/or if the skin condition is worrisome.

8.3. Metaphyseal malunion
Onset of metaphyseal malunion is frequent. If the axes are preserved, the interfragment gap modest, and the site stable, external stimulation can be attempted [38]. In other cases, surgical treatment is necessary, with autologous corticocancellous grafting and sturdy osteosynthesis, with plate or external fixation. In the forms with substantial bone loss, intertibiofibular grafting (ITFG) is a method that remains reliable (good chance of bone union, low risk of infection).

8.4. Infectious complications, in particular osteitis
Infectious complications, in particular osteitis should immediately be treated aggressively, including surgical debridement-curettage (repeated if necessary) associated with significant bacteriological samples, i.e., deep and multiple. In such cases, internal tibial osteosynthesis should generally be replaced with external fixation.
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8.5. Tibialar arthritis

If the ankle is centered and the axes aligned, these cases of arthritis are sometimes remarkably well tolerated. Otherwise, surgical treatment must be envisioned. Sanders et al. [39] compared the results of arthroplasty and arthrodesis in this indication. Mobility following arthroplasty was disappointing, with a high complication rate requiring reintervention in one patient out of two. They concluded that arthrodesis was preferable. If arthritis occurs in a centered ankle, arthrodesis can be performed arthroscopically.

9. Results

Table 1 compares various recently published results. The series are heterogeneous and difficult to compare. Nevertheless, several data do stand out.

In absence of reduction and epiphyseal osteosynthesis, arthrodesis is required in one patient out of four.

As for internal osteosynthesis, MIPO reduces the rate of infectious complications, perhaps at the cost of an increase in joint reduction defects.

9.1. The historical comparative studies do not provide decisive proof

Bacon et al. [50] (ORIF, 28 cases, vs. circular external fixation, 14 cases) and Koulovaris et al. [51] (external fixation bridging the ankle, 20 cases, vs. hybrid external fixation, 22 cases, vs. ORIF, 13 cases) demonstrated no clear differences other than a longer time to bone union when the ankle was bridged using an external fixator. Endres et al. [31] (62 cases) demonstrated three advantages to hybrid external fixation compared to ORIF:

- no deep infection vs. 5%;
- no secondary arthrodesis vs. 8% (with 2 years of follow-up);
- 87% good functional results vs. 38%

On the other hand, in the external fixation group, 18% of the patients required care for infection on fixation wires (with no serious deep infection).

Kilian et al. (160 cases) concluded that there was less risk for septic infection in the association of external fixation plus minimally invasive osteosynthesis vs. two-stage ORIF [52].

Watson et al. [53] compared their treatments (107 patients) depending on cutaneous lesions: two-stage ORIF on moderate lesions (41 patients) vs. circular external fixation in cases of severe contusion or open fractures. Despite the poor initial prognosis in the external fixation group, the results were better in this group in terms of bone union, skin complications, and the results at 5 years of follow-up.

9.2. Comparative study

A single comparative study [54] including 35 cases treated with ORIF vs. 27 treated with external fixation bridging the ankle in addition to minimally invasive osteosynthesis, showed no difference between the two complication rates and the functional rates at 2 years of follow-up. However, one-quarter of the patients were lost to follow-up.

10. Conclusions

Analysis of the literature contributes little in terms of proof; nonetheless, several conclusions can be drawn.

Very widely accepted points:

- one must be highly vigilant with cutaneous lesions, which must be identified immediately, treated in adaptation to each case, and which contraindicate early surgery;
- temporary reduction and stabilization are required in the immediate stage after injury;
- it is indispensable to obtain foot alignment under the leg (axes and rotations), whereas exact reduction of the different metaphyseal fragments is not indispensable if this does not compromise stability or bone union;
- exact joint reduction is necessary, but it does not guarantee that the wound will not evolve to arthritis over the long-term;
- osteosynthesis of the fibula should be recommended;
- tibiofibular syndesmosis injuries should be stabilized with specific osteosynthesis of the anterolateral tubercle or using syndesmosis.

Personal reflections:

- definitive treatment cannot be unequivocal;
- the lesion pathophysiology is decisive:
  - A: very-high-energy injuries (motor vehicle accidents, fall from a height, etc.) with severe joint and cutaneous lesions, and frequent multiple injuries: definitive external fixation is safer because of the cutaneous risks. Complete treatment can perhaps be provided immediately in certain conditions. One must avoid blockage of the ankle. Minimally invasive epiphyseal osteosynthesis should be performed, immediately or secondarily, if necessary;
  - B: rotation injuries with spiral fracture, few impaction lesions, less severe cutaneous lesions, and often a single injury: both dominant techniques, internal osteosynthesis, particularly with a minimally invasive approach, and hybrid external osteosynthesis plus minimally invasive epiphyseal osteosynthesis, provide comparable results;
Concerning the elderly subject with osteopenia: hybrid external fixation provides good stability as does internal locking osteosynthesis.

The basic rule is to perform internal osteosynthesis in a second stage, toward the 2nd week after the skin has healed. This rule can be ignored in certain highly favorable group B patients, notably with minimally invasive or anterolateral approach.

Minimally invasive internal osteosynthesis (MIPO) has progressed compared to the open technique, provided that the joint lesions allow it.

It should be noted that the two broad currents, in historical terms, contrasting epiphyseal-diaphyseal plate osteosynthesis and external fixation, are currently merging, avoiding direct treatment of the metaphyseal area. One team has even just reported using locking plates extracutaneously, as in external fixation.

Questions that remain to be answered:

- what is the contribution of arthroscopy in joint observation and reduction?
- the anterolateral approach seems seductive, but large clinical series are required;
- what are the indications for immediate arthrodesis in very severe lesions?
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